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Introduction. In [SI], [S2] we introduced the notion of polarizable Hodge Modules

on complex analytic spaces, which corresponds philosophically to that of pure perverse

sheaves in characteristic/? [BBD]. If JΠs smooth, M H ( I , ri)p the category of polarizable

Hodge Modules of weight n (and with Λ-structure) is a full subcategory of the category

of filtered holonomic ^ - M o d u l e s (M, F) with ^-structure by a given isomorphism

α: ΌR(M)~C®kK for a perverse sheaf K (defined over k). Here k is a subfield of R,

and we assume for simplicity k = R in this note. In general M H ( I , rif is defined using

local embeddings into smooth varieties, and the underlying perverse sheaves K are

globally well-defined. We can show that the category MH(X9 rif is a semi-simple abelian

category, and admits the strict support decomposition:

(0.1) MH(X,nf=®MHz(X,ri)p locally finite on X,
z

where Z are closed irreducible subspaces of X, and M H ^ I , rif is the full subcategory

of M H ( I , rif with strict support Z, i.e. the underlying perverse sheaves of its objects

are intersection complexes with local system coefficients, and supported on Z (or 0 ) .

This decomposition is unique, because there is no nontrivial morphism between the

Hodge Modules with different strict supports. The category MH zpf, rif depends only

on Z and n (independent of X), and we have the equivalence of categories [S5]:

(0.2) M H ^ I , rif^WSU(Z9 n-dim Z))£) £ e n

where the right hand side is the category of polarizable variations of J?-Hodge structures

of weight n — dim Z defined on Zariski-open dense smooth subsets of Z, and the

polarizations on Hodge Modules correspond bijectively to those of variations of Hodge

structures. The main result of [SI], [S2] was the relative version of the Kahler

package:

(0.3) THEOREM. Letf: X-+ Ybe a cohomologically projective morphism of complex

analytic spaces, i.e. there is leH2(X, R(l)) which is locally on Y the pull-back of a multiple

of the hyperplane section class by XCΪ YX Pm. Then we have the natural functors:

(0.3.1) Jf jf+: MH(I, rif-+MH(Y, n +jf

compatible with the corresponding functors p<&jf* on the underlying perverse sheaves

[BBD], and the relative hard Lefschetz:
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(0.3.2) V\je-'3f^J(^Je3f^Ji(j) for JeMH(I,nf and j

with the induced polarization on the relative primitive part P^'^f^Jί (: = Ker lj+1) by

( - i y ϋ ~ 1 ) / 2 Λ 5 o (id®!*) for j>0.

Then we have naturally:

(0.4) CONJECTURE. The Theorem (0.3) is valid with the assumption / projective

replaced by / proper and X smooth Kahler.

In fact, it is not so difficult to show (0.3.1) under the assumption of (0.4), using a

recent result of Kashiwara-Kawai [KK2], cf. the remark after 3.21 in [S5], and we can

get the natural pure Hodge structure on the intersection cohomologies of a compact

analytic space in the class C in the sense of Fujiki, associated to a polarizable variation

of Hodge structures on a nonsingular Zariski-open subset [loc. cit.]. In this note we prove:

(0.5) THEOREM. The conjecture (0.4) is true for the direct image of the constant

sheaf {i.e. (M, F, K) = (ΘX, F, Rx[dx]) with GτfΘx = 0 for i

Combining with the decomposition (0.1) and Deligne's decomposition [D3], we get

as a corollary (cf. [BBD] in the algebraic case):

(0.6) THEOREM. Let f: X-+ Ybea proper morphism of irreducible analytic spaces.

Assume that there is a proper surjective morphism π: X^X with X smooth Kahler. Then

we have the decomposition theorem for the direct image of the intersection complex, i.e.

f^lCxR is a direct sum of intersection complexes with local system coefficients and with

some shift of complex.

Here the assertion is valid also for f^lCxL, if L is "geometric" in the following

sense: L is a direct factor of the restriction of Rjπ^Rx to a smooth Zariski open subset

for some π as above. In fact we have the decomposition by (0.1) and [D3] in the case

of (0.5), and ICXL is a direct factor of n^(Rχ{dχ]) up to a shift of complex. Therefore

the assertion is reduced to that for (fn)^(Rχ{dχ]) by [D3] and (1.5) for the perverse

sheaves, and we can apply (0.5) to fπ. Note that the decomposition theorem can be

divided into the two assertions:

(0.7) f*ICxL ~ 0 (pjVJf+ICxL)[ -j] (non-canonically),
j

(0.8) pjrjf*ICxL=(BlCzL
j

z (canonically)
z

with L{ local systems on smooth Zariski open subsets of Z, and (0.7) follows from the

hard Lefschetz by [D3], and (0.8) from (0.1).

The decomposition (0.7) implies the /^-degeneration of the perverse Leray spectral

sequence:
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(0.9) E^HXY, p^jf^\CxL) =>IHi+j+dχ(X, L) ( = Hi+j(X, ICXL)).

Applying it to π^(Rχ[dχ]) for π as above, we see that the intersection cohomology IH (X)

is a canonical subquotient of H(X), more precisely, IH (X) is a canonical direct factor

of GrGH (X) by the uniqueness of the decomposition (0.8), where G is the filtration

associated to the Leray spectral sequence. Therefore in the compact case, we get a

canonical Hodge structure on the intersection cohomologies IH (X\ if the Leray spectral

sequence and the decomposition of GτGH (X) are compatible with the Hodge structure

oΐH{X). Actually we can prove these using the theory of Hodge Modules. This argument

can be generalized to the case of variation of Hodge structure, using (0.3) and [KK2],

if π can be taken to be projective (this condition is satisfied in the case X in class C by

a recent result of Varouchas). Moreover (0.3.1) can be generalized to:

(0.10) JT%: MUX(X, n)p->MU( Y, n

for / as in (0.6) with π projective. In the case of y = p t and X in class C, the Hodge

structure on IH (X) obtained by (1.10) coincides with the one by the Leray spectral

sequence, etc. for any π.

In § 1 we review the definition and some properties of polarizable Hodge Modules.

In §2 we prove (0.10) using [KK2]. In §3 we prove (0.5) using essentially Hironaka's

resolution.

1. Polarizable Hodge Modules (cf. [SI] ~ [S2]).

(1.1) Let I be a complex manifold of dimension dX9 and 2X the sheaf of

holomorphic differential operators with the filtration F by the degree of operators. In

this note we use the (filtered) left ^-Modules. For the correspondence to the right

Modules in [S1]~[S5] we use the functor ®Θχ(Ωd

x

x, F) with GrfΩ^x = 0 for iφ-dx,

so that the filtration is shifted by — dx.

(1.2) Let MΈh(βx, R) be the category of filtered holonomic ^-Modules (M, F)

with /^-structure given by α: ΌR(M)^C®RK for a perverse sheaf K defined over /?,

where the morphisms are the pairs of morphisms of (M, F) and K compatible with α.

The functor (M, F, K)\-+K is exact and faithful, because M = 0 if DR(M) = 0.

(1.3) Let i: Z-> Y be a closed embedding locally defined by X= {xί = = xk = 0}

with (xi9 ,;tm) local coordinates of Y. Then for a filtered holonomic ^-Module

(M, F), the direct image (M, F) = i5|ί(M, F) is defined locally by:

FpM= © FqM®dy

q + \v\<p-k

where Sv = Y\ί^i^kd
v

i\ \ v | = £ v f , d—d/dx^ Then we have DRo/s|c = /s|coDR and we get

the functor

(1.3.1) i ; : M F Λ ( ^ X , Λ)->MF f c(0y, R).
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(1.4) Let g be a holomorphic function on X, and ig: X-+Xx C the embedding by

graph. Put (M, F) = (^)S|C(M, F) and consider the conditions:

(1.4.1) M has the filtration V of Malgrange-Kashiwara [K2] indexed by Q,

(1.4.2) t: FpV
aM^>FpV

a+1M for α > - l ,

(1.4.3) dt: FpGτa

vM^>Fp+1Gτv-
1M for α < 0 ,

where Fis indexed decreasingly so that tdt—α on Gr^M is nilpotent. A filtered holonomic

^ - M o d u l e (M, F) is said to be regular and quasi-unipotent along g9 if the conditions

(1.4.1-3) are satisfied. Sometimes it is more convenient to replace the condition (1.4.1) by

(1.4.4) M has the filtration V indexed by R ,

because it is always satisfied in the case of polarizable variation of Hodge structure

defined over R. Here the filtration is assumed to be indexed discretely. If (M, F) satisfies

(1.4.2-4), we define

(1.4.5) ψg(M, F) = Θ Gra

v(M, F), φβΛ(M, F) = Gry\M9 F[-1]) .
-Kα<0

Then ^ D R [ — 1] = D R ^ (same for φgΛ) and —dt9 t correspond to can, Var (cf. [S2,

3.4.12]). If (M, F) has a real structure K, we put

(1.4.6) ψg(M,F,K) = (ψg(M9F),ψgK[-\]) (same for φgΛ)

and we get the morphisms

(1.4.7) can: ψβΛ(M, F, K)^φgΛ(M, F, K), Var: φβΛ(M, F, K)^ψgΛ(M, F, K){-1)

induced by — dt9 t. Here φgΛ is the unipotent monodromy part of φg (same for φgΛ),

cf. [D4] for the definition of φg, φg. We have

(1.4.8) φg(M,F) = 0, φgΛ(M9F) = (M,F), if supp Mcz^-^O),

because (1.4.2-4) are equivalent to giF^czFp.^ in this case, cf. [S2, 3.2.6].

(1.5) PROPOSITION (cf. [S2, 5.1.4]). If(M, F) satisfies the conditions (1.4.2-4) for

any g locally defined on X, the following conditions are equivalent:

(1.5.1) φgΛ(M, F) = Im canθKer Var for any locally defined g ,

(1.5.2) for any open set U of X, (M, F)\v has the canonical decomposition 0 Z ( M Z , F)

for Z closed irreducible subspaces of U, such that Mz has strict support Z, i.e.

supp MZ = Z {or 0) and Mz has no nontrivial sub or quotient supported in a

proper subspace of Z.

Moreover M has strict support Z, if and only if supp M = Z and can is surjective, Var
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is injective for any locally defined g such that dim g~ 1(0) nZ<dim Z.

(1.6) The proposition (1.5) holds with (M, F) replaced by K or (M, F, X), and
the decomposition in (1.5.2) is called the strict support decomposition. In the case of
perverse sheaves, no assumption is necessary (i.e. K may be non quasi-unipotent), and
(1.5.1-2) are equivalent to

(1.6.1) AT is a direct sum of intersection complexes with local system coefficients .

(1.7) Let M F Λ ( ^ , R)dec be the full subcategory of M F Λ ( ^ , R) satisfying (1.4.2-4)
and (1.5.1-2). Let MFΛ(^X, R)z be the full subcategory of MF h (0 x , R)dec with strict
support Z, i.e. the underlying perverse sheaves are intersection complexes with support
Z, cf. (1.6). Then we have the canonical decomposition (locally finite on X):

(1.7.1) MF h (0 x , tf)dec = Θ MF f t(0x, R)Z ,
z

where Z are closed irreducible subspaces of X.
Let (M, F, K) be an object of MFΛ(^X, /?)z, and # a holomorphic function on X such

that g~1(0)φZ and can: φgΛ{M, F)->φgΛ(M, F) is strictly surjective. Then we have

(1.7.2) F p M = Σ δ ί ( F > - 1 M n 7 j - 1 F p _ ί M )
ί

withy: Xx C*->Xx C and (M, F) = (^)+(M,F) as above. In this case the filtration F
on M is uniquely determined by its restriction to the complement of ^~1(0).

(1.8) DEFINITION. The category MH(I, ή) of Hodge Modules of weight n is the
largest full subcategory of MFΛ(^X, R)dec such that the objects (M, F, K) satisfy the
following conditions:

(1.8.1) If supp M = {x}, there is an Λ-Hodge structure (Hc, F, HR) of weight n (cf.
[Dl]) such that (M, F, K) = (ix)^(Hc, F, HR), cf. (1.3.1), where ix: {x}-X and

(1.8.2) For any open subset U of X, any closed irreducible subspace Z of U, any
holomorphic function g on U such that g~x(0)φZ, we have

Z, F, tfz), GrYφgΛ{Mz, F, Kz) e MH([/, i) *

where (Mz, F, A:z) is the direct factor of (M, F9K)\Ό with strict support Z,
cf. (1.5.2), and Ŵ  is the monodromy filtration shifted by n — 1 and « (i.e. the
center is n — 1 and ή).

The condition (1.8.2) is well-defined by induction on dim supp M. Put

(1.8.3) MHZ(I, ή) = MH(I, n) n MVh(βXi R)z

so that MH(I, ή)= 0 z M H z ( X , n) with Z closed irreducible subspaces of X.
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(1.9) LEMMA [S2, 5.1.9-10]. The category MH z (I,n) depends only on Z and «,

i.e. independent of X via (1.3.1), and (M, F, K ) e M H z ( I , n) is genetically a variation of

Hodge structure, i.e. if Z=X and K[ — dx] is a local system L, (Λf = 0 X ® L , F, L) is a

variation of R-Hodge structure of weight n — dx.

(1.10) PROPOSITION [S2, 5.1.14]. The categories MH(I,«) and MH z (I,n) are

abelian categories such that any morphisms are strictly compatible with the Hodge filtration

F.

(1.11) REMARK. In the definition (1.8), KΊs not supposed quasi-unipotent, because

(1.4.1) is replaced by (1.4.4). But the same argument works.

For a Hodge Module (M, F, K) with strict support Z, M is regular holonomic. In

fact JfjfM are regular for any / : S^X with dim 5 = 1. Therefore 3tf °π !M is regular

for a resolution π: Z^Z, and M is a subquotient of Jtf?oπ+M with M a (minimal)

subquotient of Jf°π ! M by the adjunction of π. We can also show that (M,F) is

Cohen-Macaulay, i.e. Gi^M is a Cohen-Macaulay GrF^x-Module, so that the dual

D(M, F, K) = (D(M, F), DK) is well-defined, cf. [S2, 5.1.13].

(1.12) DEFINITION. A polarization of a Hodge Module (M, F, K) of weight n is a

pairing S: K®K-+axR( — ή) with ax: X->pt, and satisfies the following conditions by

induction on dim supp M:

(1.12.1) S is compatible with the Hodge filtration F, i.e. the corresponding morphism

K^(DK)(-n) can be extended to

(1.12.2) If suρpM={x}, S is a polarization of (Hc, F, HR) in the sense of [Dl] for

(// c,F,#R)asin(1.8.1).

(1.12.3) For U, Z, g as in (1.8.2), the restriction of

PψgSo (id®N*): GrΓ-x + i

pΨgKz®Grf_ 1 + i^gKz^al

vR(\ -n-i)

to the primitive part ( = Ker Ni+1) is a polarization of

t i + iΨg(Mz,F,Kz) for

(See [S2], [S7] for the definition of D(M9F,K),pφ, etc.) Here the Γαte

(M, F, K) = (M, F, KXm) is defined by (M, F) = (M, F[m]), K=K®R(2πi)mR. We say that

a Hodge Module is polarizable, if it has a polarization. By definition, the polarizations

(and the polarizability) are compatible with the strict support decomposition. We denote

by MH(ΛΓ, ή)p, MUZ(X, n)p the full subcategories of the polarizable Hodge Modules

(with strict support Z). Note that (1.12.3) implies

(1.12.4) pφgΛSo (id®ΛO is a polarization of PGτ^+iφgΛ{MZi F, Kz) , cf. [S2, 5.2].
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(1.13) LEMMA [S2, 5.2.11-12]. A polarization of a Hodge Module is non-degenerate
(i.e. induces K^DK( — n))9 is independent of X, i.e.

(1.13.1) i #: MHz(X, « p M H z ( Y, n)p for a closed immersion i: X^Y,

and gives a polarization of the generic variation of Hodge structure in (1.9).

(1.14) PROPOSITION. The full subcategories MH(AΓ,n)p, MHZ(X,«)P are abelian

(i.e. stable by Ker, Coker) and semi-simple.

In fact this follows from (1.7.2) (with (1.10)) and (1.13). We have also

(1.15) LEMMA. The categories M H ( I , n), M H Z ( I , w), M H ( I , n)p, etc. are stable

by direct factors in M¥h(@Xi R).

(1.16) For an analytic space X, the categories M H ( I , n ) p and M H Z ( I , n)p are

defined using local closed embeddings into complex manifolds, cf. [S2, 5.3.12]. This is

well-defined by (1.13.1) where i+ depends only on the restriction of i to Z, by (1.4.8).

One of the main results of [S5] is the equivalence of categories (0.2), i.e. the converse

of (1.9), (1.13) holds. The functor given in (1.9) is fully faithful by (1.7.2), (1.11), and

the essential surjectivity was shown using [S7, § 3] and Kashiwara's lemma on nilpotent

orbit, cf. [S5, 3.21].

(1.17) For the proof of (0.10) we have to treat the mixed case a little bit, because

the vanishing cycles of Hodge Modules are mixed. We denote by M H W ( I ) (resp.

MHW(I) P ) the category whose objects are obtained by extensions of (polarizable)

Hodge Modules. If X is smooth, it is the category of (M, F, K; W) such that

Gr^(M, F, X ) e M H ( I , n) (resp. MH(X, n)p) where (M, F, K)eMFh(@x, R) with W a

pair of filtrations of M, K compatible via α. We also assume that gFpM<^Mp_γM if

Sr~1(0)=> supp M so that M H W ( I ) P is well-defined also for Xsingular, using local closed

embeddings as in (1.16). Here (X, W) are globally well-defined.

Let N: (M, F, K; PV)->(M, F, K; W)(-1) (: = (M, F [ - 1 ] , K(-1); W[2\) be a mor-

phism of M H W ( I ) and S: K®K^>axR(-ή) a morphism of Db

c(Rx). We say that

(M, F, K; W) is strongly polarized by (S9 N) with weight n, if the following conditions

are satisfied:

(1.17.1) ^ Gr^^^^^GrΓ.^F^X-O for ί>0,

(1.17.2) So(id®7V) + S°(Mg)id) = 0,

(1.17.3) the restriction of So(id®N*): Gτϊ+iK®Grϊ+iK-+a]χR(-n-i) to the

TV-primitive part (: = KerΛΓ i+1) is a polarization of PNGτ*+ f(M, F, K)e

MH(X,n + i) for i>0.

In this case G r f ( M , F , K) are polarizable, because (1.17.1) implies the primitive

decomposition:
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(1.17.4) Gτ?(M,F,K)= 0 JV'P^GrΓ
ί^max(O,n-Jt)

These are generalized to the singular case as above.
One of the key points in the proof of (0.3) (cf. [S2], [S5]) is:

(1.8) PROPSOΓΠON. Let f: X-+ Y be a proper morphism of complex analytic spaces,

and (M, W)eMΉW(X). If the Hodge filtration F of f*GτYJί are strict and

^ i / * G r Γ ^ e M H ( y , / + ; ) , then F of f+Jt is strict and (Jtrjf*Jt, W[fl)eMHW(Y)

with Wthefiltration induced by «#* {/**, i.e. Wis associated to the weight spectral sequence'.

(1.18.1) EZU+^XtfJ&fiM^XtfvM in M H W ( F ) ,

which degenerates at E2. In particular (Jtifif+Jί, W\j\) are polarized if so are

(1.19) PROPOSITION. Let f be as above, leH\X, R{\)\ and (M9 W)eMHΨ(X)

strongly polarized by (S, N) with weight n. Assume F of f^PNGτ^+iJί is strict and

Jtfίf+PxGτYJί satisfies (0.3.1-2) {with the induced polarization on the l-primitive parts).

Then the hard Lefschetz (0.3.2) holds for Wf+Jl, tfΊJ])eMHW(Γ) (cf (1.18)), the

weight filtration W\j\ of 3^jf^M is the monodromy filtration shifted by n +j9 and the

l-primitive part PfaP-%Jί9W[-jϊ) is strongly polarized by ((-l)J°'~1)/2/*S°

(1.20) In [S3]~[S5], the notion of mixed Hodge Module is defined for complex
analytic spaces. The category MHM(X) of mixed Hodge Modules is the largest full
subcategory of MHW(I) stable by the (exact) functors: φg9 Φg^jΊΓ^jJ'1, Jfdp*,
where g is a locally defined holomorphic function, j is an open immersion whose
complement is a locally principal divisor, and/? is a smooth morphism with d the relative
dimension. Put

MHM(J*y = MHM(JT) n MHW(Ay .

Then it is stable by the above exact functors and also by 3tfjf+ for / projective and
1 for i a closed embedding [S5]. We have

(1.20.1) MH(Z, n)p = {(Jt, ^ e M H M ( X ) * : G r ^ = 0 for iφn)

using [S5, 3.27] and the intermediate direct image j]*.
The following proposition will be used in the proof of the global polarizability of

( in (0Λ0).

(1.21) PROPOSITION. Let f: X-+Y be a proper surjective morphism of complex

manifolds, J e M H ^ I , n)p, and gl9 , gk holomorphic functions on Y. Put hi = f*gh

Y0=Γ\gΓ\θ)andX0 = f-1(Y0) with i: Xo-+X, i: Yo-+Y the natural inclusions. Assume

that Xo is a locally principal divisor on X, and for Ji' any iterations of PNGrwφhi or

PNGrwφhuί9 , PNGτwφhί or PNGτwφhul of J(φ<i<k\ the assumption p/(1.18) is
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satisfied, and the weight filtration of JfJf^φhi+iJtf, rff^f+Φhi + uiΛC is the monodromy
filtration shifted by j+n' — \,j+nr respectively, where n' is the weight of JC. Then the
iterations ofφgi or φg.fί9 " *, ψβί or φgiΛ on 3ίfjf+Jέ are inductively well-defined and we
have the spectral sequence:

(1.21.1) Ep

2

q = Jfpi*3>r%Jί=>Hp+q+ίfitίjr-1i*Jί in MHW(Γ)

compatible with the natural spectral sequence on the underlying perverse sheaves. Moreover

i*Jί is defined in DbMΉM(X)p so that

PROOF. By (1.20.1) the iterations of vanishing cycle functors Ay AxJί with

Aj = ψhj

 o r Φhjyi (l<j<k) are inductively well-defined. We check inductively that the

weight filtrations WiJ) associated to A} (i.e. the monodromy filtration relative to W°~1}

up to shift) induce compatible filtrations on Ak- A^Jί. By the canonical splitting of

Kashiwara, Gτwu\Ay AxJi) is the direct sum of (GrWU)Aj) - ( G r ^ U ^ , where

Aj are exact and commute with Gr^. Therefore the assumption of [S5, 2.16] is satisfied,

and we can apply it inductively so that the (iterations of) vanishing cycle functors

commute with Jfjf* (e.g. the direct image of V is strict, the (decalage of) direct image

of the relative monodromy filtration induces the relative monodromy filtration, i.e. the

weight filtration, cf. [loc. tit.], etc.)

Put ij: hj\0)^X(or gϊ'W +Y) so that v * = (/fc)Λ* - ( i ^ i j and

(1.21.2) (ij)Jf = C(can: φhjΛ^φhjΛ) (same for Qj), cf. [S5, 2.24].

This implies the last assertion using (1.5), because it is equivalent to 3fji*Jΐ = 0(iΦ-\)

and jf?Ji* is independent of the equations [S5, 2.20]. The spectral sequence is then

induced by the pair of canonical filtrations τ of f+Ak AXM and pτ of f+K, where

(M, F) and K are the underlying filtered ^-Module (cf. [S2, 2.1.20]) and perverse sheaf

of Jί, and the filtrations F, DecW*10 on/+Λk AγM are bistrict by [S5, 2.15]. Here

iJί*Jt is represented as above, and Jtfifjj+Jt) can be defined using the shifted weight

filtration on iJPJΐ.

(1.22) PROPOSITION. Let f: X-* Y and g: 7-*Z be proper morphisms of complex

analytic spaces, and (M, JV)eMΉM(X)p. Assume the hypothesis o/(1.18) is satisfied

for the direct image of Gr?M by / , h: = qf, and that of 3^jf^GrY^ by g9

jr>fmGrΐJ(eMli(YJ+ιγ9 and f+GrΓ(M9F)zt®je%Gr7{M9F)[-j] in DF(βΎ\

where (M; F, W) denotes the underlying filtered 3)X-Module of M, cf [S2, 2.1.20] [S5,

2.13]. Then we have the Leray spectral sequence in MHM(Z):

(1.22.1) Eil=Xi

compatible with the (perverse) Leray spectral sequence of the underlying perverse sheaves.

PROOF. Let (MY; F, W), (M z; F, W) denote the underlying filtered complexes of

^-Modules of f *Jl, g+f+Jt, and L, L* the filtration on MY defined by the canonical
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and cocanonical filtration, i.e. LiMJ

γ = MJ

γ (j<i), Ker d (j=ί) a n d 0 (j>ί) and
LfMJ

γ = M{ (j<i\ Imd (j=i+l) and 0 (/>'+!)• p ut £2i = A> A i + i = ^ * W e

denote by the same symbol the filtration on M z induced by L, L*, L. By ^-degeneration
of the weight spectral sequence (1.18.1) the filtration L on GτY(Mγ, F) corresponds to
that on tfififjxYJt defined by Kerrfl9 lmdl9 and splits by hypothesis and the
semisimplicity of MH(7, i)p. Therefore the hypothesis of [S2, 1.3.8] is satisfied and Dec
of Won (Mz, F) commutes with Grf. We check that Won Gr£.My = e#'ί/3|cM[-z] is the
weight filtration up to shift by -/ so that Dec Won Gr ^Mz = g^je%M[-ί\ gives the
weight filtration on JtrJg+jP%Jf by [S5, 2.15], and Gr£ + 1 (M Z ; F, Dec W) is acyclic
by the spectral sequence by W, because its is0-complex Gr£ +1Gvk

v(Mz, F) is isomorphic
to the direct sum of g^Coimd^ — ι] and g+lmd^—i—l] by the above decomposition
and its Ex -complex is filtered acyclic, where dι is the differential of the above weight
spectral sequence. Then we get (1.22.1) by L or L*, using the same argument as in [S5,
2.16]. In fact (1.22.1) is well-defined for the underlying ^-Module with filtration F,
Dec Wand for the underlying perverse sheaf, and we check inductively that i^-terms are
mixed Hodge Modules and dr are morphisms of mixed Hodge Modules, and finally the
converging filtration is a filtration of mixed Hodge Modules.

(1.23) COROLLARY. With the above notation and assumption, let K denote the
underlying perverse sheaf of M, and assume K has an endomorphism N: K-^K(—\). If
we have a decomposition f*K= @(pJt?jf+K)[—jl compatible with the action of N, and
the weight filtration ofpJίfjhitiK is the monodromy filtration by N shifted by j+w, then
the weight filtration ofp3^igi

pJ^if^K is the monodromy filtration shifted by i+j+w.

PROOF. This is clear by (1.22), because the spectral sequence (1.22.1) degenerates
at E2 and the converging filtration L has a splitting compatible with TV and hence with W.

REMARK. If Jί = ψkM' or φkΛJίf for Jϊ e MH(X ή)p with n = w +1 or w and for
k = k'h with k' a holomorphic function on Z, the assumption on the decomposition of
f^K follows from that of f^K in the case / projective by the commutativity of the
vanishing cycles with the direct images by proper images, where K! is the underlying
perverse sheaf of Jί',

2. Stability by proper Kahler morphisms.
(2.1) Let / : X-+Y be a proper morphism of complex analytic spaces such that

A" is smooth. We say that / is cohomologically Kahler with Kahler class leH2(X, /?(1)),
if / is represented by a Kahler form locally on Y. Let / be cohomologically Kahler
with leH2(X, R(l)), and π: X-+X a projective morphism of complex manifolds with /'
the first Chern class of a π-ample line bundle L. Then the restriction of fπ to any
relatively compact open subset U of Y is also cohomologically Kahler with Kahler class
π*/+c/' for 0 < c « 1, where the range of c depends on U and perhaps it does not exist
globally. For the proof, we use the representative of /' as δcΠog u with u a metric of
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L and a partition of unity on X associated to local embeddings X^F1*'1 x Xi induced

by 0£—» π^Lm \x. (i>0), where {Xi}i>0 is an open covering of X such that X0 = X\U,

Xi = π~1Xi and m is highly divisible and independent of i>0. Note that at each xeX,

we have the minimal embedding X^Pn~ι xX with n = dimπ^Lm(2>Θ(<(9x/mx) on a

neighborhood of x which factorize the other embeddings. This is an analogue of the fact

that the compsition of projective morphisms is projective, if we restrict it to a relatively

compact open subset of the image.

In this section we prove the following theorems by induction on dim Y:

(2.2) THEOREM. Let f: X-> Y be a proper morphism of complex analytic spaces

{assumed always reduced and separated). We assume that there is a proper surjectίve

morphism π: X—^X such that X is smooth, π is a composition of projective morphisms and

the restriction off: = fn to any relatively compact open subset UofY is cohomologically

Kdhler with Kdhler class I in lm(H\X, R(l))^H2(f-\U), R(\))). Then for Ms

ή)p the Hodge filtration F on f^Jί is strict, and we have the natural functor

(2.2.1) tf 7 * : MH(A; «)*

compatible with the corresponding functor pffl3 f* on the underlying perverse sheaves.

REMARK. By Hironaka, the assumption is satisfied if X is Kahler (X may be

singular). By (2.1) and Hironaka, the assumption is stable by restriction of Jfto closed

subspaces; in particular, we may assume X, Y irreducible and restrict to MHx(A r)p. By

(0.3) and Deligne's uniqueness of decomposition, we may also assume that Λfis smooth

and / satisfies the assumption on /, i.e. replace X by X, cf. (2.4-5).

(2.3) THEOREM. Let / : X-+Y be a proper surjective morphism of irreducible

analytic spaces, D a divisor on X, and gl9 , gk holomorphic functions on Y such that

P|</ί~
1(O) = {y} and f~1g[ί(0)<^D. Assume X is smooth Kahler with Kahler class

leH2(X, R(l)) and D is a normal crossing divisor with smooth irreducible components.

Then for (M, F, K)eMUx(X, n)p such that K[ — dx] is a local system on X\D, we have

the following on a neighborhood of y:

(2.3.1) f*(M, F) is strict and J^jf^(M, F, K) e MH( Y, n +j)p

(2.3.2) the hard Lefschetz (0.3.2) with the induced polarization on the primitive part holds

for Wf+M.

REMARK. If 7 = ρ t , the assertions (2.3.1-2) were proved in [KK1], [KK2]. In fact

the Poincare lemma for the L2-complex 5£2 was shown in [KK1], [CKS], and the filtered

ZΛcomplex (JS?2, F) underlies a cohomological Hodge complex inducing the Hodge

structure on the intersection cohomologies [KK1]. Then (2.3.1) follows from the

isomorphism f+(M, F)^RΓ(X, (Jίf2, F))[dx] constructed in [KK2]. Here it is enough to

construct a morphism DR(M, F)-*(β!2, F)[dx] in the derived category of filtered

differential complex [S2, §2] by the self duality of (M, F) [S5, 3.15], and we use the
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filtration Kin the non-unipotent case, i.e. replace ®ΘJ9D. by Gτv. The hard Lefschetz
was proved for the action of 1+cV on H (X, j£?2) for 0 < c « 1 with /' = £dcΠog log hh

where D={jDi and h{ is the norm of 1 eΓ(X, ΘX(D$) by a Hermitian metric of the line
bundle ΘX(D^, i.e. locally of the form uizizi with u{ a nowhere vanishing C°°-function
and zt a local equation of Dt. But the action of /' is zero, because 5"log logh i

if VG <£2. For the polarization we use the natural pairing

cf. [KK1], [S5, 3.15],

which represents Kc (x) Kc-+axC by Hom(Λ:c <g> Kc, axC) = Hom(Xc | υ ® Kc \ ϋ9 avC).
Then the assertion follows from the harmonic theory [KK1].

Note that (2.3) implies (2.2) locally on Γ, using Deligne's uniqueness of de-
composition (cf. also (2.11)):

(2.4) PROPOSITION (Deligne). Let 2 be a triangulated category with t-structure
given by τ, where the associated cohomological functor is denoted by Hj. Let M be an
object of 2 with a morphism η: M->λί[2] such that ηι: H~ίM^i/IM(/>0) andHjM=Q
(/>>0). Then we have a non-canonical decomposition [D3]:

(2.4.1) M

Moreover, if Extk(/ΓM, HjM) are Q-modules, we have a canonical choice of the
isomorphism (2.4.1) uniquely characterized by:

(2.4.2) (adι/o) i"1^i = 0 for i>0 (in particular ηι = 0 ) ,

where η = Yjηi is the decomposition of

η: ®(WM)[-j]->®(WM)[2-j\ (via (2.4.1))

such that η^ φ ^ E x t ' ^ M , ^ + 2 " ί M ) .

In fact, combining with (0.3) and the uniqueness of decomposition of (0.1), this
implies:

(2.5) PROPOSITION. Let π: X^X be a composition of surjective projectίve
morphisms of irreducible analytic spaces with d= dim X— dim X. Let Jt e MH χ(X, n + d)p

be the generic pull-back ofJίeMHx(X, n)p, i.e. the generic variation of Hodge structure
is the pull-back of that ofJί. Then Jί is a direct factor ofπ^Jί\ — d\ i.e. the direct factor
for the underlying complexes of filtered 2-modules (in the sense of [S2, 2.1.20], [S5,
2.13]) and for the underlying R-complexes is compatible via α.

REMARK. Xis a projective limit and π^Jί is an inductive limit, where the projective
system and the inductive system are locally constant on A'so that they are well-defined.

(2.6) For the proof of (2.2), we apply (2.5) to π: X-+X such that/π satisfies the
assumption of (2.3) for some gl9 ,gkeΘYy, where π exists locally on Yby Hironaka
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and the assumption of (2.2), because we may assume X, Y irreducible and restrict to

M H ^ I , n)p, cf. the remark after (2.2). Then f+Jί is a direct factor of (fπ)^[-d] so

that the Hodge filtration is strict, and Jf%Jΐ is a direct factor of Jίfj~d (fπ)^ so

that Jf%Jΐe MH(Γ, n+j)p by (1.15) locally on Y.

For the global polarizability of J^jf^Jί, we may replace X by X, restrict to

Jί 6 MH^A", n)p and assume that X, Y irreducible, / is surjective and Jί is a variation

of Hodge structure on the complement of a normal crossing divisor D on X by the same

argument as above. Let Yo be a closed proper subspace of Y such that any local

intersection of irreducible components of D (in particular X) is smooth over

U: = y \ ϊ V We may further assume that Xo:—f~ * Yo is a divisor. Then we have the

spectral sequence (1.21.1) by (1.21-23) and (2.3), because the assumption of (1.21) is

local on Fand we can apply (1.23) to a projective morphism π: X-+ Xas above (restricting

Y). Then (1.21.1) degenerates at E2 by the decomposition (0.7) (locally on Y) so that

jr°i*jr%Jΐ is a subobject of JT^V^JT "1i*UfTeMHW(y), and polarizable by (1.18)

(with the inductive assumption). As Jf °/% = id, it remains to show the polarizability

of the variation of Hodge structure 2tf*f+Jl\υ by (0.2). Replacing Y by U, we may

assume X, Y smooth connected. By assumption there is a nonempty open subset U' of

Y such that / is cohomologically Kahler with / coming from H2(X, R(\)). Then by

[KK1] we have the hard Lefschetz by V and the polarization by ( - l)su~ 1)/2/*S° (id ® lj)

on the primitive part, because it holds on £/' and Y is connected. This completes the

proof of (2.2) (assuming (2.3)).

(2.7) PROOF OF (2.3). We show the assertion by induction on d= dim Y. If d= 0,

it follows from [KK1], [KK2], cf. the remark after (2.3). Assume d>0, and take gx such

that # ΓHO)^ Y- Then the assumption of (2.3) is satisfied also for the direct factors

ofPNGrwψhίJί, PNGrwφhllJί with hi = f*gh where the support of the direct factors are

the intersections of local irreducible components of Z>, cf. [S5, the proof of 3.20], and

we may assume Y irreducible at y. Then by induction hypothesis and [S2, 3.3.17],

(1.18-19), we get the following on a neighborhood of y:

(2.7.1) /.(M, F) is strict and φgι^%(M, F) = 3f%ψhί(M, F) (same for φx\

(2.7.2) W§xX%(M9F9K)9W) = {X%ψkSM9F9K)W with W the
monodromy filtration up to shift (same for φx),

(2.7.3) the hard Lefschetz with the induced polarization on the /-primitive parts holds

for ψβι and φgul of Jf%(M, F, K)9 cf. (1.17).

In particular we get the hard Lefschetz for 3^jf^Jί on a neighborhood of y. We can

apply the same argument for any y' and g'u , g'k, such that Π#ί HO) = {./}> replacing

^by a resolution of (J/~ V Γ X(0) u 7) in X Then we get j f ^ u T e MH(7, « +7) by (2.5),

where (1.4.2-3) and (1.5.1) are satisfied by [S2, 3.3.17 and 5.2.14]. Moreover the assertion

on the induced polarization on P^'^f^Jί follows from the lemma below, which we
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apply to Ak. Ά^^n^Jl with Aj = PχGxwψg>. or PNGτwφg>Jtl9 where g'p π, M are

defined on a neighborhood of y' as above. (We can apply it also to the generic variations

of Hodge structures of the direct factors of Jt?J(fπ)+Jί, if we use (0.2).) In fact the

functors Aj are exact so that the Leray spectral sequence induces

k,-
(2.7.4) Eψ = Ak.- Ά^f^e^M =>A

degenerating at E2, and the restriction of π^S to M a jj?°π^ Jί coincides with 5, where

{Jί, 5) is the generic pull-back of (JK, S). Here G in the lemma is induced by τ on

π+Ji, 5 by the iteration of G r " ^ (or φg>jΛ) and (idφΛT') on Ptf'(fπ)+S9 and

Nl9 N2 by π% Γ as in (2.1). Then the direct factor ^~jf^Ji of Jf~%Jίfoπ^ =

Gι%tf~'\fπ)^J( corresponds to a direct factor of Hj0 = Gτ%Hj contained in

PN2Hj0 = Keτ GrQN 2, SO that S°(id (x) N{) induces a polarization of the Nt-primitive

part, where the index of Hi is reversed (with Tate twist ( — /)) as in [CKS, end of §3].

(2.8) LEMMA. Let Hi be R-Hodge structures of weight n + i with a decreasing

filtration G and morphisms

such that Hi = 0 for \i\»0, N1G
kHiaGkHi_2(-\), N2G

kHiciGk-2Hi_2{-\). Put

Hij = Gτi

GHi+j so that Nl9 N2 induce

G^N,: H^H^ji-1), GvGN2: #y->/fu_2(-1).

Let S: (//^u® (//_f)Λ^/?( —«) (ieZ) be nondegenerate pairings such that S{u,v) =

{-l)nS{v,u%S(Gk,G1-k) = 0, £(7Vα®id) + S(id®7Vα) = O (α=l,2), and GrGS induces

nondegenerate pairings on Γ^o")*® (^-ί,-j)n ^ u t Nc = N1+cN2for 0 < c « l . Assume:

(2.8.1) M:^o^^-u(-0 0>0),

(2.8.2) iVJ: H^H.^-i) (/>0), and S°(id®7Vt) /WMC^ Λ polarization of Hodge

structures on th primitive part PNcH
ι = Ker Nι

c

+ x for i>0 α«J 0< c « 1.

Then we have

(2.8.3) #•> : H^H^.ji-j) (/>0),

(2.8.4) So (id® N\N{) induces a polarization on the biprimitive part PNίPN2Hij: =

Ker N[+ * n Ker 7Vi+' for i, j>0.

PROOF. This follows from [CKS, (2.11)], [CK, proof of (3.3)], because the filtration

G' defined by GkHi = Gi~kHi is the monodromy filtration of Nt on H: = 0 Ht by (2.8.1).

In fact (//, S; Nl9 N2) is a nilpotent orbit and / ί = @Ht gives a splitting of the weight

filtration, i.e. the monodromy filtration of Nx+Nc ( 0 < c « l ) by (2.8.2). This completes

the proof of (2.2-3).

REMARK. For the moment [KK1], [KK2] is proved in the quasiunipotent
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monodromy case, and so are (2.2-3) (i.e. (1.4.1) is assumed). For the applications (e.g.
the proof of (0.5)) it is sufficient in most cases. Note that (0.3) is valid in the
nonquasiunipotent case (assuming (1.4.4)), because [Z] is proved in this case.

(2.9) REMARK. (2.3) gives a generalization of Kollar's torsionfreeness of Rιf+ωx,
the higher direct images of the dualizing sheaf, to the case X smooth Kahler and /
proper, cf. [S5, 2.34].

(2.10) THEOREM. Let f.X-^Y be as in (2.2). Then the functor J^'f^ in (1.18)
induces the cohomological functor

compatible with the corresponding functor prff*f* on the underlying perverse sheaves.

PROOF. The assertion follows from (2.2) and [S5,2c], iϊXΊs smooth. In the singular
case we can apply the same argument, if the bifiltered direct image /#(M; F, V) is defined
so that Gr£%(M, F)=/JlcGr^(M, F), and tf\FvVjJd\ tf\VjJd) are coherent over
®x, V0@γ, where / = / x id: X=Xx C - Ϋ = Yx C and (M, F) = (/h)+(M, F). With the
notation of [loc. cit.], we have a natural isomorphism

(fiUMj, F) = (Pi)mVl((ifIUMI, F))

where ifl: V^VjxVΊ is the immersion by graph of //? pι: VJXV'J-* V\ is the natural
projection, (//,)* denotes the direct image of filtered ̂ -Modules, and (/?j)ι the topological
direct image with proper supports. Taking the fiber product with C, we define

,; F, V) = (p^ORVl((ifM^ ^ V))

where y^=//X id (same for ifl,Pi) and (M/5 F) = (ihl)^(M, F) with h1 an extension of
h\Vl to Vj. Then/+(M; F, V) is defined as in [loc. cit.]. The assertion on the coherence
is reduced to the pure case using the weight filtration, and then to the case X smooth
using a resolution π: X'-+X and the filtration τ on π^(M'; F, V) (by induction on dx),
where (AT, F, K)eMH^JT, n)p is the generic pull-back of (M, F, K)eMHx(X9 ή)p (X
may be assumed irreducible), and τ exists by the strictness of πJJM'\ F, F), cf. [S2, 1.2.3.
iii, 3.3.17].

(2.11) REMARK. We can prove (2.2-3) by induction on d i m s u p p ^ without
using the uniqueness of the decomposition (2.4) as follows. It is enough to show the
following assertion: Let π: X-+X, f: X^> Y be proper morphisms, and Jί e MH(I, ri).
Assume the assertion (2.3.1) is satisfied for π^Ji, (fn)^Jt and fJ^^n^Jt} fory'#0,
and the decomposition theorem holds for the underlying complexes of filtered ̂ -Modules
(cf. [S2, 2.1.20]) and /^-Modules of π^Jt. Then (2.3.1) holds also for f^^π^M). In
fact the filtration τ on π^Jί induces a filtration G ofjfj (fπ)^ in MFh(@ιχ, R) so that

-Je^f^π^Jt with /:=/π
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by assumption. Then G r f j f ' / ^ e M H ( r , « + / ) p for i#0, and this implies
G r g ^ / ^ e M H ( r , n+j)p and G is a filtration of 2tf%M in MH(F, n+j)p. Here it
is enough to assume the decomposition theorem for the underlying J?-complex of π^M,
because we can apply the following to / ^ ( τ ^ π ^ π̂ XM, F)) (/>0,j<0) inductively: For
a short exact sequence of filtered complexes

the following two assertions are equivalent:

(2.11.1) (K\ F), (K, F) are strict and HJ(Kf, F)-+H\K, F) are strictly injective.

(2.11.2) (K, F), (K", F) are strict and Hj(K, F)-+H\K\ F) are strictly surjective.

(This equivalence can be easily checked using the long exact sequence in the abelian
category containing the exact category of filtered objects.) This argument shows also
the compatibility of the two Hodge structures mentioned in the introduction.

3. Decomposition theorem for the proper Kahler direct image of constant sheaf. In
this section we prove (0.5):

(3.1) THEOREM. Let f: X-+ Y be a proper morphism of complex analytic spaces.
Assume X is smooth Kahler with Kahler class I. Then

(3.1.1) /φ(0χ, F) is strict and JfJUΘx, F, Rx[dx])eMH(Y, dx+jy,

(3.1.2) the hard Lefschetz (0.3.2) with the induced polarization on the relative primitive
parts holds for jr%(Φx, F, Rx[dx])9

where dx = dimX.

PROOF. The assertion is local by definition. By (0.2) (or [S2, 5.4.3]) we have
(<9X, F, Rx[dx]) e MH(X dx)

p

9 and by (2.2) (or (2.3)(2.5)) it remains to show (3.1.2) locally
on Y. By (2.3) there is a bimeromorphic projective morphism π: X-*X such that (3.1.2)
is satisfied for Jfj(fπ)^(Θγ9 F9Rχ{dx]\ π*l+cΓ (0<c«l) . By Hironaka π is a com-
position of blowing-ups along nonsingular centers, and we may assume that π itself
is such a blow-up. Then the assertion follows from the next two lemmas by induction
on dx, because πjβ^, F, Rx{dx]) is the direct sum of (Θx, F, Rx[dx]) and

(izU®z, F, Rz[dz])(-J- !)[<*-2-2/|

with Z the center of the blow-up, iz: Z-+X and d=dx — dz. Here we apply the next
lemma to Ak, -A^f tf\fπ\(Θχ, F, Rχ{dx]) as in the proof of (2.3), cf. (2.7) (or to
the generic variation of Hodge structure of the direct factors, if we use (0.2)).

(3.2) LEMMA. Let H= 0 Hi9 S, G, Hip Nl9 N2 and Nc be as in (2.8). Assume Hi

has a decomposition H\ © H'{ compatible with G, Nί9 and satisfies

(3.2.1) G r ^ ; = 0 for
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(3.2.2) the decomposition GrGH=GτGH' φ GτGH" is compatible with N2 and S9

(3.2.3) the conditions (2.8.1), (2.8.3-4) for GrGH" and (2.8.2) for H hold.

Then (2.8.1), (2.8.3^1) hold for H', if the following condition is satisfied:

(3.2.4) # 2 / / ; c = G 0 / / ; ' _ 2 ( - l ) .

PROOF. Let Wa) be the monodromy filtration of Nt on H. Then it is compatible

with the decompositions H=@Hi and Ht = H't®Hn

i9 and W(1) = G' on H\ where

G'kHt = Gι~kHi. By (3.2.1) and (2.8), the assertion is equivalent to W(1) = G' on H', i.e.

(3.2.5) G r Γ l ) # ί = 0 for iφk.

We may assume ^ = 0, replacing H,S, n by PNίGτ%(i)H, So (id® N\), n + k, where

the condition (2.8.2) is satisfied by [CKS, (2.11)], [CK, proof of (3.3)]. Then (3.2.5)

becomes H[ = 0 (/#0). Put

Assume j >0 . We have

(3.2.6) N2H'i = 0 (i<2), N2H'!c:H';_2(-\) (/>2)

by (3.2.4) and (3.2.1-2), because Gτk

GH'; = 0 (iφk) by (3.2.3) and N^dG1'2. Therefore

7>2, and for ueH'j9 there exists veH'j such that

N2(u-v)eH'j_2(-l),

Then w:=u-υePN2Hj = KeτNi+1, because GrGH_j_2 = H'_j_2 = 0 and

GτGi-\N{+ ιw) = GTGN{GTG-\N2w) = 0 .

This implies w = u = v = 0, because

, N{Cw)= -S(N2w, Nj

2-
2CN2w)<0

by (2.8.2) for H and (2.8.4) for GτGH" (where i=y/-l is chosen so that the Tate twists

are trivialized on 5).

To check the condition (3.2.4) in the proof of (3.1), we use:

(3.3) LEMMA. Let π: X-+X be a bimeromorphic proper morphism of complex

manifolds with dx = dim X, and U a Zariski-open dense subset of X on which π is

biholomorphic. Put Y=X\U andd= codim Y(>2). Assume the decomposition theorem

holds:

(3.3.1) MΛjrfrfJ)* ®zβCzUz)[-j\.

Then

(3.3.2) Li = 0/or |yΊ>codimZ-2>0,
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(3.3.3) ΈxV(Rx[dxl ICzLz) = ExV(ICzL{, Rx[dx]) = 0for i< codim Z ,

(3.3.4) ueΈxV(Rx, Rx) is zero, if its restriction to U is zero and i<2d.

PROOF. For (3.3.2) it is enough to show the vanishing for y> codim Z - 2 > 0 by

duality. By (3.3.1) and proper base change theorem, we have

y y , R)

and dim A^codimZ— 1, if y is a generic point of Z. Therefore Lj

z = 0 ΐoτj+codim Z >

2 codim Z—2.

The assertions (3.3.3-4) follow from the adjoint relation

Hom(i*K, K') = Hom(K9 i+K1)

and duality. In fact, (3.3.4) is reduced to

Ext j(Rγ, iγRx) = 0 for j< 2 codim Y,

where iγ: Y^X. It is clear in the case Y smooth, because

iγRx = Rγ(-d)[-2d}.

In general we can proceed by induction on d— codim F, using

•— 1 •!
J 1

•! o
1YKX

where Z=Sing YJ: 7\Z->F.

(3.4) REMARK. The above argument cannot be generalized to the X singular

case, replacing Rx[dx] by ICXR. In fact let V be a smooth projective variety in Pn, X

the affine cone in Cn + 1, π: X^X the blow-up of the origine, and D = π"1(0) (^K)

with i: D-*X. Then — D is a π-ample divisor, and — leΈxt2(Rχ, Rχ(\)) is the

composition:

(3.4.1) Ri^RD

On the other hand we have

\0<fc<j

i&lCxR) =

i\>{ICxR)=

and π+ of the middle isomorphism of (3.4.1):
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is given by the identity on

0 P,!?*-1 ~\D, R)(-k)[\ +j-2k].
0<k<j •

Therefore its restriction to i$(ICxR)-+f0(ICxR)(l)[2] is not zero, if />,«*'-*(A

(3.5) REMARK. For the proof of (3.1) we need [KK1], [KK2] only in the

semi-simple monodromy (of finite order) case, where the proof is rather trivial. We

need also the elementary properties in [S2] (e.g. 2.5.6, 3.3.17, 3.4.12, 5.2.14, etc.) and

in § 1 of this paper (except for (1.20-21)) as well as the calculation of vanishing cycle

functors in the normal crossing case in [S5, (3.a)], but not the deep results like (0.2),

(0.3). In the constant sheaf case, (2.5) is also replaced by the natural morphism

(Ox, /O->M0* F) (i.e. (Ωx, F)->πφ(fljr, F), cf. [S2, §2])

compatible with Rx^>π^Rχin Db

c{Cx), because they induce the splitting, combined with
the duality in [S2, 2.5] and the octahedral axiom of derived category.

As a corollary of (0.6), we get the following (cf. [BBD] in the algebraic case):

(3.6) COROLLARY (local invariant cycle theorem). Let f: X^Y be a proper

surjective morphism of complex analytic spaces. Assume X smooth Kάhler. Let UczY be

the Zariski-open dense smooth subset of Y, on which f is smooth. Then for yeY there

exists a sufficiently small neighborhood Yy ofy such that for y'eUy: — Ur\Yy the natural

morphism

(3.6.1) H\Xy, R)^Hj(Xy, Rγ^yy')

is surjective, where Xy:=f~x(y).

PROOF. The natural morphism (3.6.1) exists once the neighborhood Yy is

sufficiently small, by proper base change and constructibility of Rjf*R. Then by (0.7-8)

it is enough to show the surjectivity of

(3.6.2) ^-d^QzL\^^-d{yQzLγ/υy^

where Z is the local irreducible component of Y at y containing y' and J=dimZ.

Replacing L by its maximal constant subsheaf, we may assume that L is constant, and

then L = R, because ICZL is functorial for L. We have the natural morphism

R^d]-*ICZR and the assertion follows from the commutative diagram:
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je~d(iczR)y — • j r-<( ic z «v

By a similar argument (replacing je~d(lCzL)y by H~d(Z, ICZL) with Z the
globally irreducible component of Y containing y), we get:

(3.7) COROLLARY (global invariant cycle theorem). Let f: X-+Y and U be as
above (e.g. X is smooth Kdhler). Then for yeU the natural morphism

(3.7.1) Hj(X, R)-*Hj(Xy, Λ)«i^'>

is surjective.

(3.8) REMARK. The theorem (3.1) and the corollaries (3.6-7) hold under the
assumption that X is smooth and / is cohomologically Kahler, cf. (2.1). lΐ Xis singular
and irreducible, and satisfies the assumption of (0.6), the assertions of (3.6-7) hold with
H\Xy,R), H\X,R) replaced by Hj(Xy9 lCxR\Xy\ IHj+dimX(X, R) = H\t ICXR),
where U is a Zariski-open dense smooth subset of Y on which Rjf^lCxR are local
systems in this case. We have also

ICxR\Xy = ICXyR[dγ] for yeU,

if we further restrict U so that f~ι(U) has a stratification whose strata are smooth over
U. In this case (3.6.1), (3.7.1) become the surjectivity of the natural morphisms

(3.8.1) Hj(Xy, lCxR\Xy)-+IHj+dimX(Xy, R)^uy^

(3.8.2) IHS(X9 R)-+IHj(Xy, R)^u^

respectively.

(3.9) REMARK. In the assumption of (0.6) the condition X Kahler may be
replaced by: the restrictions of π and fπ to any relatively compact open subsets of X
and Y are cohomologically Kahler with Kahler classes extendable to H2(X, R(l)) (in
particular ^(singular) Kahler is enough, cf. (2.1)), because the decomposition theorem
holds for f*Rx[dx], if / : X-* Y is proper, X is smooth and the restriction of / to any
relatively compact open subset U of Y is cohomologically Kahler with Kahler class
in the image of H\X,R(\))^H2(f-\U)9R{\)). In fact, by [D3] it is enough to
show the 2i2-degeneration of the spectral sequence

for any cohomological functor Hι: Z)£(/?y)->Mod(Z). But we have the strict support
decomposition p^?Jf^(Rx[dx])'= 0 ICZL{ which induces the direct product decompo-
sition Ey^llzHXICzLz), and for any Zl9 Z2 there exists / such that V: E\~Jί->E%')
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induces isomorphisms

V:H\lCzLij)^H\\CzUZa)(j) for *=1,2 and j>0.

Here / induces a morphism of spectral sequences (with shift of index j by 2), and
preserves the strict support decomposition. Then we get the vanishing of the restrictions
of dr to HχiCZίLZi)^Hi+r(lCZ2L

j

zγ
+1) for any Zl9 Z2 by induction on r using the

primitive decomposition as in [D3].
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